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Summary
Younger and older adults are more suggestible to additive (not originally included) versus contradictory (a change to the original) misleading details. Only suggestibility to
contradictory misinformation can be reduced with explicit instructions to detect
errors during exposure to misinformation. The present work examines how to reduce
suggestibility to additive misinformation and whether attentional resources at exposure similarly influence additive and contradictory misinformation. During the misleading question phase, attention and error detection were manipulated.
Participants answered the questions under full or divided attention, and some were
instructed to mark detected errors. On the final test, additive misinformation was
endorsed more than contradictory misinformation despite equivalent error detection.
However, dividing attention reduced suggestibility for additive misinformation,
whereas successful error detection showed evidence of reducing contradictory misinformation, providing further evidence for the dissociation between these types of
misinformation. Additionally, dividing younger adults' attention did not consistently
result in a pattern paralleling older adults.
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I N T RO D U CT I O N

event is tested, frequently using recognition tests wherein participants
are asked to discriminate information between the original event and

Numerous studies have shown that our memories are susceptible to

later introduced errors (e.g., Frost, Ingraham, & Wilson, 2002; Mitchell,

misleading information—a fact demonstrated through the now classic

Johnson, & Mather, 2003; Okado & Stark, 2005; Zhu et al., 2010).

misinformation paradigm. The misinformation paradigm can be

Across all materials, participants routinely falsely report misleading

deconstructed into three steps designed to echo real‐world experi-

details as part of the original event (for a review, see Loftus, 2005),

ences of events and subsequent exposure to errors. Participants are

even despite explicit warnings to dismiss incorrect details (see Ecker,

first exposed to an original event, often presented in videos (e.g.,

Lewandowsky, & Tang, 2010; Loftus, 2005).

Takarangi, Parker, & Garry, 2006), slides (e.g., Loftus, Miller, & Burns,
1978), or a narrative (e.g., Huff & Umanath, 2018). Second, participants are exposed to misleading details about the original event, via

1.1

|

Additive and contradictory misinformation

narratives (e.g., Okado & Stark, 2005; Takarangi et al., 2006), photographs (e.g., Loftus et al., 1978), postevent interviews (e.g., Mueller‐

What makes misleading details more or less seductive in terms of later

Johnson & Ceci, 2004), or even social others (e.g., Roediger, Meade,

suggestibility? Prior research has examined qualitative characteristics

& Bergman, 2001). Finally, participants' memory about the original

of misleading content that can influence subsequent suggestibility,

Appl Cognit Psychol. 2019;33:793–805.
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such as how central versus peripheral the misleading details are to the

suggestibility to misinformation is based on the likelihood that an indi-

original event (Luna & Migueles, 2009; Wilford, Chan, & Tuhn, 2014;

vidual is aware of discrepancies between misleading details and origi-

Wright & Stroud, 1998). Here, we also examine qualitative character-

nal event details (i.e., the discrepancy detection principle). In

istics of misleading items by contrasting two types of misinformation

accordance, Putnam, Wahlheim, and Jacoby (2014) showed that

that have been studied less frequently (Frost, 2000; Huff & Umanath,

awareness of a changing contradictory detail later reduced acceptance

2018; Moore & Lampinen, 2016; Nemeth & Belli, 2006): contradictory

of contradictory information, suggesting the presence of a detect‐and‐

and additive. Contradictory misinformation refers to suggested mis-

reject process. However, such detection may occur at two different

leading details that are discrepant with specific details that were orig-

points—during the misinformation exposure phase, the final test

inally presented (e.g., the stop/yield sign discrepancy in the classic

phase, or both. Interestingly, Huff and Umanath (2018) observed that

misinformation paradigm). Additive misinformation, however, involves

successful detection of additive misinformation was equivalent to that

misleading details that are supplementary to an original event but do

of contradictory misinformation despite subsequent elevated rates of

not contradict any one detail. For example, Loftus (1975) showed par-

additive misinformation endorsement on the final test. However,

ticipants a film of an auto accident on a country road. Later, it was sug-

detecting additive and contradictory errors may hinge on very

gested that the accident took place near a barn despite no barn

different processes both at exposure and at retrieval due to the basic

appearing in the film. In this case, the misleading barn supplements,

nature of the error types—one, a novel detail and, another, a changed

but does not change, a specific detail from the film.

detail. For example, Moore and Lampinen (2016) found that recollec-

Until recently (Huff & Umanath, 2018; Moore & Lampinen, 2016),

tion rejection, a metacognitive process wherein participants recollect

differences between contradictory and additive misinformation had

specific details from the original event to reject misinformation, is

not been systematically compared despite both types producing large

more likely to occur for contradictory than additive misinformation.

misinformation effects (Frost, 2000; Nemeth & Belli, 2006; Saunders

Aside from qualitative details of misinformation items themselves,

& Jess, 2010). Huff and Umanath (2018) presented younger and older

suggestibility can be influenced by a combination of various

adults with a fictional story followed by misleading questions that

nonmemory processes such as the task's attentional demands, strat-

contained additive and contradictory details that were systematically

egy effects, and response biases (see Ayers & Reder, 1998, for a

counterbalanced across misinformation type and participants. Additive

review). As such, we chose to examine the role that attentional

misinformation was falsely recognized as being in the original narrative

resources might play when first exposed to misinformation as divided

at a much higher rate than contradictory misinformation across age

attention at encoding is known to affect subsequent memory perfor-

groups (see also, Moore & Lampinen, 2016), but interestingly, older

mance (Craik, Govoni, Naveh‐Benjamin, & Anderson, 1996). At expo-

adults were less susceptible to contradictory misinformation than were

sure, for contradictory misinformation, detection may require fewer

younger adults. The authors reasoned that older adults were vigilant

attentional resources because discrepancies (vs. a lack of a detail) are

towards misinformation by successfully detecting contradictory misin-

more distinctive (Moore & Lampinen, 2016; Putnam et al., 2014). Con-

formation (e.g., MacKay, Abrams, & Pedroza, 1999; Schwartz, 2002;

sistent with this possibility, Huff and Umanath (2018) showed that

Umanath & Marsh, 2012), even without instructions to do so. In a sec-

older adults, who often show breakdowns in attentional control (Craik

ond experiment, younger and older adults were presented with vary-

& Anderson, 1999), were just as good at detecting errors as younger

ing levels of warnings about errors at the outset of the misleading

adults. Moreover, older adults were more successful at later rejecting

question phase (cf. Eakin, Schreiber, & Sergent‐Marshall, 2003). One

contradictory misinformation than were younger adults. Thus, full

of these pre‐exposure warnings included strong error‐detection

attentional resources during exposure may not be needed to mitigate

instructions in which participants were provided with examples of

suggestibility to contradictory misinformation because the discrep-

both misinformation types and were asked to report any misinforma-

ancy will be well remembered, consistent with discrepancy detection

tion encountered. Suggestibility to additive misinformation was again

and recollection‐rejection processes (Moore & Lampinen, 2016; Put-

greater across age groups, but younger adults were able to success-

nam et al., 2014). Therefore, provided a baseline threshold of atten-

fully reduce contradictory misinformation selection (down to the level

tion is reached, initial detection and subsequent rejection of

of older adults) with the strong‐detection instructions. Though misin-

contradictory misinformation may remain constant. For additive misin-

formation types were initially detected at similar rates, these same

formation, however, diminished attention might simply restrict the

heavy‐handed instructions did not reduce subsequent suggestibility

encoding of misinformation, rendering it less available at test and

to additive misinformation. This suggests that contradictory and addi-

reducing suggestibility. Although such theory‐driven experimentation

tive misinformation is processed differently during the misleading

is unlikely to lead to a practical intervention for reducing suggestibility

question (at exposure) and/or final test phase (at retrieval).

to additive misinformation, exploring this idea is important because
decreased attention may counterintuitively provide a benefit by
reducing suggestibility for individuals with compromised attentional

1.2 | Targeting suggestibility to additive
misinformation: The role of attention

capacities.
As mentioned above, our prior work (Huff & Umanath, 2018)
showed that older adults were less suggestible to contradictory misin-

Given the immunity of additive misinformation to strong error‐

formation than were younger adults across conditions with the excep-

detection instructions, a critical question is how can suggestibility to

tion of when participants were given heavily emphasized error‐

additive misinformation be reduced? Loftus (2005) theorized that

detection instructions. The exact cause of older adults' reduced
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suggestibility to contradictory errors is not clear, though it may reflect

occur even when attentional resources are taxed. In contrast, one

age‐related differences in conscientiousness or vigilance towards

method to reduce the potency additive misinformation may be to

errors in general. Another possibility is that older adults' reduced

reduce the likelihood that the misinformation is initially encoded given

attentional resources may contribute to their performance. Dividing

detection and rejection of additive misinformation is more difficult.

younger adults' attention at encoding has been a commonly used

Regarding age‐related differences, we suspected that reduced atten-

method to equate younger and older adults' cognitive resources (e.g.,

tional resources do not explain older adults' low suggestibility to con-

Craik, 1982; Craik & Byrd, 1982). This manipulation allows us to target

tradictory misinformation and, therefore, predicted that they will

the role of attention at encoding by examining subsequent memory

perform similarly to younger adults with full (vs. divided) attention.

performance. Thus, a secondary goal was to examine whether reducing attentional resources of younger adults during the misinformation
exposure phase would lead them to perform similar to older adults.

1.3

|

The present study

The present work aimed to better understand the processes underly-

2
2.1

METHODS

|

|

Participants

One hundred twenty‐six (Mage = 19.79 years, standard deviation

ing suggestibility to the highly potent additive misinformation by

[SD] = 1.25; 51 females) undergraduate participants (YAs) from Clare-

targeting attentional resources available during misinformation expo-

mont McKenna College and Washington University in St. Louis and 53

sure. Additionally, we examined the influence of explicit detection

(Mage = 74.80 years, SD = 6.07; 40 females) community‐dwelling older

instructions. Participants read a fictional story containing critical

adults from Southern California (OAs) participated for course credit or

details, answered a series of misleading questions containing additive

$25, respectively. Average reported years of education was 13.48

and contradictory misinformation details (see Section 2.3 for further

(SD = 1.09) for YAs and 16.04 (SD = 2.44) for OAs. OAs were tested

information and Table 1 for examples), and completed a final three‐

for healthy cognitive abilities using the Shipley (1946) vocabulary test

alternative‐forced‐choice (3‐AFC) test. During the misinformation

(M = 36.13, SD = 3.19) and Mini‐Mental State Examination (MMSE:

phase, younger adults were randomly assigned to one of four groups:

Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975; M = 27.64, SD = 1.75) after the

full attention (FA), full‐attention detection (FA‐D), divided attention

experiment. One was removed as an outlier on the Shipley test

(DA), and divided‐attention detection (DA‐D). To divide attention,

(greater than 3 SD below the mean), four failed to follow instructions

DA and DA‐D participants completed an auditory digit‐monitoring

in the misinformation phase, and seven scored below the standard

task while answering a questionnaire about the story containing misin-

cognitively normal cutoff (24) on the MMSE. One younger adult had

formation items. Participants in the detection conditions (FA‐D and

incomplete data. Analyses were conducted on 125 YAs and 41 OAs.

DA‐D) were further asked to report errors that were encountered during the misleading question phase. Additionally, a fifth group of older
adults under full attention and with detection instructions completed

2.2

|

Design

the study to provide an age comparison.
We expected that suggestibility to contradictory misinformation

The present study utilized a 2 (Error‐Detection Instruction: Control,

would be lower than additive misinformation due to contradictory

Detection) × 2 (Attention: Full, Divided) × 3 (Misinformation Type:

misinformation being more likely to be detected and subsequently

Neutral, Additive, Contradictory) mixed design. Error‐detection

rejected, consistent with prior work (Huff & Umanath, 2018; Moore

instruction and attention were manipulated between subjects and mis-

& Lampinen, 2016). We further expected that suggestibility to contra-

information type within subjects. OAs were all in a full‐attention‐

dictory (vs. additive) misinformation would be less likely to be affected

detection condition and constituted a dangling control group to com-

when attention was diminished. This is because the detection of con-

pare against YAs in the detection condition under full and divided

tradictory misinformation during the misinformation phase is likely to

attention. This comparison is discussed in greater detail below.

TABLE 1 Sample additive, contradictory, and neutral item types across study, misleading question, and final three‐alternative‐forced‐choice (3‐
AFC) test phases
Phase/item type

Study phase

Misleading question

Final 3‐AFC test options

Additive

“I'm off to find the legendary city that floated
off into space.”

“The man in the bar was going to search for
Waterston, a city that was legendary for
what?”

“Tomad”
“Waterston”
“I don't know/Neither”

Contradictory

“I'm off to find Tomad, the legendary city that
floated off into space.”

“The man in the bar was going to search for
Waterston, a city that was legendary for
what?”

“Tomad”
“Waterston”
“I don't know/Neither”

Neutral

“I'm off to find the legendary city that floated
off into space.”

“The man in the bar was going to search for a
city that was legendary for what?”

“Tomad”
“Waterston”
“I don't know/Neither”

Note. Test question for final 3‐AFC test was “I'm off to find __________, the legendary city that floated off into space.”
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absent from the original story but did not contradict any specific
detail. Contradictory misinformation questions presented false details

The study phase was based on the fictional story entitled The Art Thief

that directly contrasted a specific detail presented in the original story.

used previously in Huff and Umanath (2018) and modified from Marsh

Note that the questions were identical during this phase. Whether a

(2004). The story depicted the conversation between a tourist and an

question was additive versus contradictory depended on what partic-

art thief in a pub and included dialogue, characters, and a plot line. The

ipants read in the original story (see Table 1). Neutral items did not

2,000‐word story was broken down into 201 lines presented one by

present any false details about the original story. The questions were

one on a computer screen. Thirty‐six critical statements were placed

answered with pencil and paper with written instructions (see below)

throughout the story (see Berger, Hall, & Bahrick, 1999). Each state-

reiterated at the top of the first page.

ment included a target detail that could be substituted later during

To evaluate participants' memory of the original story and sug-

the test phase with a misinformation detail. All target details were

gestibility from the misleading question phase, a 48‐item 3‐AFC test

purely fictional to prevent participants from using prior knowledge

was used. The test included 12 items pertaining to additive misinfor-

that could affect their memory processes (Umanath & Marsh, 2014).

mation, 12 items to contradictory misinformation, 12 neutral items,

For instance, the sentence “Bumbaru palace in Zambari is where the

and 12 comprehension items to assess participants' memory of basic

Monarch of Konkali lives” contains the target Bumbaru that could be

story details. An example depicting each of the misinformation types

substituted with other fictional names such as Simfara and used later

and how they were presented is displayed in Table 1. For neutral, addi-

as a misleading detail to produce a misinformation item.

tive, and contradictory items, a fill‐in‐the‐blank‐type line was pre-

Target details were subdivided into three groups of 12 items

sented from the original story with the critical detail missing.

belonging to different categories: additive, contradictory, and no‐

Participants were provided with three response options: Two options

misinformation controls. These critical statements were distributed

were details that could fit in the blank. For additive items, one was the

at one approximately every six sentences within the story. The type

misinformation detail and the other was a not previously presented

of misinformation (i.e., additive, contradictory, or no misinformation)

foil item. For contradictory items, one was the correct detail from

was then randomized among target details, and three different ver-

the original story, but the other was the misinformation detail from

sions of the story were created to ensure that each critical statement

the misleading question phase. For neutral items, both items were

would fall in one of the three categories at least once.

new foils, because no detail was presented in either the original story

For the misleading question phase, 36 corresponding cued‐recall

or the misleading questions. The third option across all item types was

questions were created on the basis of the critical items in the story

an “I don't know/Neither” response to be used if the correct answer

with 12 containing additive misinformation, 12 contradictory misinfor-

was unknown or if neither of the other answers were considered cor-

mation, and 12 neutral no‐misinformation questions. Questions were

rect. Comprehension questions probed plot details from the story (e.g.,

presented in one of three random orders. For all misinformation ques-

The protagonist was staying at a _______.) with the correct response

tions, target details were embedded within cued‐recall questions such

(e.g., a hostel), a plausible distractor (e.g., a hotel), and “I do not

that their presence had no influence on the participant's ability to cor-

know/Neither” response options.

rectly answer the question (see Table 1). For example, the question “In
what city was the palace where the monarch of Konkali lives?” would
serve as a neutral question, providing no misleading information. How-

2.4

|

Procedure

ever, for misleading questions, information about the palace name that
was not in the story would also be provided (e.g., Simfara). Additive

The individually read fictional story and final memory test were pre-

misinformation questions presented false details that were completely

sented using E‐Prime software (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto,

FIGURE 1 Study design. Misleading question instructions were manipulated between subjects. The items presented in the Misleading Question
Phase were manipulated within subjects. FA, full attention; DA, divided attention; 3‐AFC Test, three‐alternative‐forced‐choice test
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2002). Responses were recorded via the keyboard. The misleading

of three response options to complete partially blanked lines from a

question phase was completed using pencil and paper.

sentence of the fictional story. They were told that two options would

Figure 1 depicts the study design. After providing informed con-

be possible details to fill in the blank and the third option would be “I

sent and completing a demographics questionnaire, we asked partici-

don't know/Neither” that could be used if they did not know the

pants to read, at their own pace, a fictional story. The self‐pacing

answer or if neither of the other responses were considered correct.

was a methodological choice aimed at equating encoding of the story

The response options were presented on the computer screen

between conditions. Participants then had 3 min to complete an arith-

beneath each question and were each yoked to a specific key on the

metic filler task. Following the filler, younger adults were randomly

keyboard. Participants were asked to press the key that corresponded

assigned to one of four conditions: full‐attention control (FA), full‐

to the detail from the original story. Like the misleading question

attention detection (FA‐D), divided attention control (DA), and divided

phase, the final test was self‐paced. OAs then completed the Shipley

attention detection (DA‐D). During the misleading question phase,

vocabulary test and the MMSE. On average, the study took between

participants answered questions about the story via paper and pencil.

60 and 90 min to complete.

At the outset of this phase, the two detection groups received written
and oral instructions to particularly look for errors that contradicted
the story, following the “Detection Plus” group in Huff and Umanath

3

|

RESULTS

(2018). Both groups were also presented with an example of a hypothetical detail in which additive and contradictory misinformation

For all results reported, a p < 0.05 significance level was used except

was presented as well as a corresponding misleading question. Specif-

as noted. Effect sizes for significant comparisons were calculated using

ically, participants were given a statement of an original detail in which

partial eta squared (ηp2) for analyses of variance (ANOVAs) and using

a rose was exchanged between two characters. Participants were

Cohen's d for t tests. We further tested all nonsignificant comparisons

informed that they may see a misleading additive statement in which

reported using a Bayesian estimate of the strength of evidence

a white rose was presented with an incorrect added detail (color of

supporting the null hypothesis (Masson, 2011; Wagenmakers, 2007).

the rose), or they may see a contradictory detail in which a tulip was

This analysis compares two models: one that assumes an effect and

exchanged. Detection participants were instructed to monitor for

another that assumes a null effect. This analysis produces a Bayesian

and report either error type. Before starting this phase, the experi-

estimate that the null effect is retained and produces a p value termed

menter verbally reminded participants a second time that some ques-

pBIC (Bayesian information criterion). The estimate is sensitive to sam-

tions could potentially contain such errors.

ple size and can therefore serve as a power analysis to increase confi-

Full‐attention groups were asked to complete the misleading

dence in reported null effects. We therefore report pBIC analyses to

question phase at their own pace. Divided‐attention groups were

supplement all null effects found using traditional null‐hypothesis‐

asked to complete an additional task alongside answering the ques-

significance testing.

tions during the misleading question phase. Specifically, they were

Two major questions were addressed with each set of analyses:

instructed to complete a digit‐monitoring task in which a series of ran-

(a) How do detection instructions and attention affect memory for

domly generated numbers ranging from 0 to 9 were presented audito-

the original story and susceptibility to misinformation? (b) Does divid-

rily, and participants were to note each time three successive odd

ing younger adults' attention result in performance similar to that of

numbers were presented by pressing the spacebar. Participants in

older adults under full attention? To answer these questions, given

the control conditions were simply asked to complete the misleading

the design of the study with a single older adult group, we compared

question phase, without any specific mention of potential errors. Dur-

groups as one factor with five levels: older adults with full attention

ing this phase, all groups had two options when answering the mis-

and detection (OA FA‐D), younger adults with full attention (YA FA),

leading questions: answer the question or write “IDK” for “I don't

younger adults with full attention and detection (YA FA‐D), younger

know.” The detection groups could also respond “error” to identify a

adults with divided attention (YA DA), and younger adults with divided

question as containing a detail that differed from the original story.
Following the misleading question phase, all conditions answered
a final 48‐item 3‐AFC test. Participants were instructed to select one

TABLE 2

attention and detection (YA DA‐D). This approach allowed us to examine critical comparisons with as few repeated analyses of the same
conditions as possible.

Mean (SD) proportion of correct responses and errors detected during the misleading question phase

N
Proportion correct

OA full attention

YA full attention

YA divided attention

Detect

Control

Detect

Control

Detect

41

32

33

30

30

0.27 (0.16)

0.33 (0.15)

0.43 (0.18)

0.38 (0.17)

0.32 (0.15)

0.13 (0.14)

—

0.17 (0.14)

—

0.17 (0.14)

Additive

0.36 (0.24)

—

0.33 (0.20)

—

0.28 (0.19)

Contradictory

0.37 (0.24)

—

0.39 (0.17)

—

0.26 (0.21)

Errors detected
Neutral

Note. Proportion of errors detected for neutral items are false alarms because no misinformation was presented for these items.
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differences were found in false alarm rates (neutral items) across the
three detection groups, F < 1, pBIC = 0.98, or for additive items,

Mean proportions of correct responses on the misleading question

F (2, 101) = 1.17, MSE = 0.05, p = 0.32, pBIC = 0.97. However, for con-

phase cued‐recall test are reported in Table 2 as a function of age,

tradictory items, an effect of Detection Group was found, F (2,

detection instructions, and attention condition. Proportion correct

101) = 3.81, MSE = 0.16, ηp2 = 0.07. Follow‐up tests revealed that suc-

was computed by taking the number of correct responses divided by

cessful error detection was lower for YA DA‐D relative to YA FA‐D

the total number of questions. Items marked as containing an error

(0.26 vs. 0.39), t(69) = 3.00, SED = 0.05, d = 0.76, and OA FA‐D

in the detection groups were excluded. Only items given a memory

(0.26 vs. 0.37), t(69) = 2.07, SED = 0.05, d = 0.51, demonstrating that

response or “I don't know” were included in the calculation; “I do

divided attention reduced participant's ability to detect contradictory

not know” responses were counted as incorrect.

errors. There was no difference between YA FA‐D and OA FA‐D

A one‐way ANOVA on correct responses to misleading questions

(0.39 vs. 0.37), t(72) = 1.09, SED = 0.03, p = 0.28, pBIC = 0.83, demon-

revealed reliable differences across groups, F (4, 161) = 4.61, mean

strating that older adults were better able to detect contradictory

square error (MSE) = 0.03, ηp = 0.10. Post hoc comparisons showed

errors than younger adults under divided attention.

2

that correct responses were greatest for younger adults, but only

Overall, dividing attention during the misleading question phase

when given detection instructions under full attention. Specifically,

had a greater effect on participants' ability to detect contradictory

correct responses for YA FA‐D were greater than those for YA FA

errors, reducing successful detection of these items, than additive

(0.43 vs. 0.33), t(63) = 2.33, standard error of the difference

ones. Furthermore, unlike other work in the area of memory and

(SED) = 0.04, d = 0.58, demonstrating a benefit of detection

aging (Craik, 1982; Craik & Byrd, 1982), dividing younger adults' atten-

instructions, and were also greater for YA FA‐D than for YA DA‐D

tion did not yield equivalent performance between younger and

(0.43 vs. 0.32), t(61) = 2.41, SED = 0.04, d = 0.61, indicating a benefit

older adults.

of full attention. YA DA‐D and YA FA were equivalent (0.32 and
0.33), t < 1, pBIC = 0.88, revealing that both detection instructions
and full attention are necessary to produce a benefit in younger adults.
Further, an age‐related difference was also found where correct
responses were greater in YA FA‐D relative to the OA FA‐D (0.43
vs. 0.27), t(72) = 3.88, SED = 0.04, d = 0.90, an age difference also
reported by Huff and Umanath (2018). However, older adults

3.2

Final 3‐AFC test

|

Neither detection instructions nor dividing attention affected general
story comprehension as older adults remembered equivalent plot
details as younger adults, F < 1.

performed no differently than did YA DA‐D, t(69) = 1.39, p = 0.17,
pBIC = 0.76. All other group comparisons were not significant, ts < 1.34,
ps > 0.19, pBICs > 0.75.

3.2.1

|

Suggestibility to misinformation

For misinformation selection on the final test, neutral items were not

3.1.1

|

Error detection

included in the analyses because no false details were presented for
these items. Suggestibility to additive and contradictory misinforma-

We then examined misinformation detection rates across the three

tion was computed as the proportion of questions for which the mis-

detection groups during the cued‐recall test as a function of item type

leading detail was selected. A 2 (Misinformation Type: Additive,

(see Table 2). A 3 (Misinformation Type: Additive, Contradictory, Neu-

Contradictory) × 5 (Group: OA FA‐D, YA FA, YA FA‐D, YA DA, YA

tral) × 3 (Detection Group: OA FA‐D, YA FA‐D, YA DA‐D) mixed

DA‐D) mixed ANOVA was used to examine selection of misinforma-

ANOVA was conducted on the proportion of errors reported during

tion. These data are presented in Figure 2.

the misleading question phase. Note that errors reported for neutral

Across groups, participants endorsed additive misinformation

items are false alarms. More errors were successfully detected for

(M = 0.56) more frequently than contradictory misinformation,

both additive and contradictory items than false detections for neutral

M = 0.39, F (1, 161) = 68.89, MSE = 0.04, ηp2 = 0.29. No overall effect

items, F (2, 202) = 53.68, MSE = 0.02,

ηp2

= 0.35; t(103) = 8.25, stan-

of Group emerged, F < 1, pBIC = 1.00, but a significant Misinformation

dard error of the mean (SEM) = 0.02, d = 0.97 for neutral versus addi-

Type × Group interaction was found, F (4, 161) = 4.14, MSE = 0.04,

tive items; t(103) = 8.65, SEM = 0.02, d = 1.06 for neutral versus

ηp2 = 0.09. On the basis of our established line of inquiry and in an

contradictory items. Successful detection of additive versus contradic-

effort to reduce repeated tests of the same data, we probed the inter-

tory errors was equivalent, t(103) = 1.04, SEM = 0.02, p = 0.30,

action to address three questions: (a) Does dividing attention during

pBIC = 0.85, demonstrating that errors were detected similarly (see

the misleading question phase differentially influence subsequent mis-

Huff & Umanath, 2018), regardless of the qualitative differences in

information selection? (b) Does previously being asked to detect errors

how those errors were introduced.

differentially influence misinformation selection? (c) Does dividing

The effect of Detection Group was not reliable, F (2, 101) = 1.53,

younger adults' attention alongside detection instructions during the

MSE = 0.07, p = 0.22, pBIC = 0.96, but a significant Misinformation

misleading question phase lead them to show suggestibility effects like

Type × Group interaction was found, F (4, 202) = 3.18, MSE = 0.02,

that of older adults? Because the main effect of Misinformation Type

ηp2 = 0.06. We deconstructed this interaction by using 3 one‐way

has been discussed above, we do not revisit it while answering these

ANOVAs to compare across groups within each item type. No

three questions with targeted analyses.
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FIGURE 2 Proportions of additive and
contradictory misinformation falsely endorsed
during the final testing phase (mean ± SE). FA,
full attention; DA, divided attention; OA, older
adult; YA, younger adult

First, to examine whether dividing attention influenced subse-

Instead, YA DA‐D endorsed less additive and more contradictory mis-

quent misinformation selection, a 2 (Misinformation Type: Additive,

information than either the OA, for additive, 0.53 versus 0.60,

Contradictory) × 2 (Attention: Full, Divided) mixed ANOVA was con-

t(69) = 1.34, p = 0.13, pBIC = 0.74; for contradictory, 0.42 versus

ducted on only younger adult participants' misinformation selections.

0.31, t(69) = 1.98, SED = 0.06, d = 0.48, p = 0.05, or YA Full Attention

A significant interaction was found, F (1, 123) = 6.60, MSE = 0.03,

Detection groups, for additive, 0.53 versus 0.59, t(61) = 1.23, p = 0.22,

ηp2 = 0.05, which showed that dividing attention had no impact on

pBIC = 0.78; for contradictory, 0.42 versus 0.35, t(61) = 1.58, p = 0.12,

endorsement of contradictory misinformation (0.39 vs. 0.42, t < 1,

pBIC = 0.74. Though these effects were mostly unreliable on their own,

pBIC = 0.88), but it significantly reduced younger adults' selection of

the pattern produced a significant interaction between Detection

additive details, 0.59 versus 0.50, t(123) = 2.49, SED = 0.03,

Group and Misinformation Type. In addition, no differences occurred

d = 0.44. That is, dividing attention reduced participants' suggestibility

in misinformation selection between OA FA‐D and YA FA‐D, ts < 1,

to additive, but not contradictory, misinformation.

pBICs > 0.85. Thus, older adults' performed similar to younger adults

Second, to examine whether detection instructions differentially

with full attention rather than younger adults under divided attention.

influenced misinformation selection, a 2 (Misinformation Type: Addi-

Note that when prior work was replicated, older adults (FA‐D) showed

tive, Contradictory) × 2 (Error‐Detection Instruction: Control, Detect)

reduced suggestibility for contradictory items (M = 0.31) than did YA

mixed ANOVA was conducted on only younger adult participants' mis-

FA, M = 0.43, t(71) = 2.20, SED = 0.05, d = 0.52.

information selection. No additional effects were found: No effect of

Therefore, in summary of our research questions above, (a) divid-

Detection Instructions, F < 1; the interaction failed to reach signifi-

ing attention reduced younger adults' suggestibility to additive misin-

cance, F (1, 123) = 2.32, MSE = 0.03, p = 0.13. However, to directly

formation, but not contradictory; (b) detection instructions did not

evaluate the present results relative to patterns found in Huff and

seem to have a strong influence on younger adults' suggestibility;

Umanath (2018), we probed suggestibility in full‐attention participants

and (c) dividing younger adults' attention did not lead them to have

as a function of detection instructions. Replicating prior findings, we

the same pattern of suggestibility as that of older adults.

found no difference in the proportions of additive misinformation
endorsed for Detect and Control participants (0.59 vs. 0.59). However,

Conditionalized analyses regarding initial detection

a marginally significant effect was found for a reduction in contradic-

Thus far, explicit detection instructions seem to be ineffective at

tory details following detection than control instructions (0.35 vs.

reducing, or in any way affecting, suggestibility rates for either type

0.43), t(63) = 1.82, SED = 0.05, d = 0.34, p = 0.07, pBIC = 0.84, a numer-

of misinformation. This pattern diverges from Huff and Umanath

ical effect consistent with the notion that contradictory items are eas-

(2018), in which the strong‐detection instructions used here reduced

ier to detect and thereby reject on the final test.

younger adults' susceptibility to contradictory, but not additive, mis-

Third, regarding whether dividing younger adults' attention in the

information. Given the additional factor impacting attentional

detection group led them to perform similar to older adults, a 2 (Mis-

resources, the influence of the detection task here may be contin-

information Type: Additive, Contradictory) × 3 (Detection Group: OA

gent on whether participants successfully detected a given error ver-

FA‐D, YA FA‐D, YA DA‐D) mixed ANOVA was conducted on misinfor-

sus missed it rather than simply being asked to look for errors.

mation selection. There was no main effect of Detection Group, F < 1,

Because the detection groups noted items that they believed

pBIC = 0.99. However, a significant interaction emerged, F (2,

contained errors during the misleading question phase, we can

101) = 3.98, MSE = 0.04, ηp2 = 0.07. Neither of the follow‐up one‐

conditionalize subsequent suggestibility to misinformation on the

way ANOVAs conducted for additive and contradictory misinforma-

final test on initial successful (vs. unsuccessful) error detection. A 2

tion reached significance, for additive, F (2, 101) = 1.11, p = 0.33,

(Error Detection: Success vs. Failure) × 2 (Misinformation Type: Addi-

pBIC = 0.97; for contradictory, F (2, 101) = 2.34, p = 0.10, pBIC = 0.91.

tive, Contradictory) × 3 (Detection Group: OA FA‐D, YA FA‐D, YA
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FIGURE 3 Effect of earlier correct detection
on later suggestibility to additive and
contradictory misinformation in older and
younger adults. Proportions of errors detected
during the final testing phase as a function of
previous error detection (mean ± SE). MI,
misinformation; OA, older adult; YA, younger
adult

DA‐D) mixed ANOVA was conducted on misinformation selection.

3.2.2

|

Correct responses

Error Detection, success or failure, is a within‐subjects factor such
that a given participant had both items for which they successfully

Correct responses on the final 3‐AFC test as a function of group and

detected an error during the misleading question phase (additive or

item type are reported in Table 3. Regarding correct answers, different

contradictory) and items for which they failed to notice an error.

responses to neutral, additive, and contradictory details constituted

These data are plotted in Figure 3. Note that we focus our discussion

correct selections. For neutral and additive items, the correct response

on effects involving the Error Detection factor because the other

was selection of the “I don't know/Neither” option because no other

effects have already been discussed as part of other analyses above.

option appeared in the original story. In contrast, for contradictory

Participants, across misinformation types and detection groups,

items, the correct response was to select the detail from the original

selected less misinformation following successful detection during

story. A 3 (Item Type) × 5 (Group) mixed ANOVA was used to examine

the misleading question phase (M = 0.42) than when they failed to

correct responses. Participants showed lower correct selection for

do so, M = 0.48, F (1, 90) = 6.32, MSE = 0.05, ηp2 = 0.07. This main

additive misleading details (M = 0.26) than either neutral, M = 0.46,

effect was qualified by a significant three‐way interaction, F (2,

t(165) = 22.38, SEM = 0.02, d = 0.77, or contradictory details,

90) = 3.82, MSE = 0.06, ηp2 = 0.08.

M = 0.44, t(165) = 7.44, SEM = 0.03, d = 0.85, with no difference

To follow up on this three‐way interaction, separate 2 (Error

between the latter two item types, t < 1, F (2, 322) = 42.57, MSE = 0.05,

Detection × 3 (Detection Group) mixed ANOVAs were conducted

ηp2 = 0.21. A significant main effect of Group, F (4, 161) = 3.45,

for additive and contradictory misinformation. For additive misinfor-

MSE = 0.10, ηp2 = 0.08, also emerged.

mation, all effects failed to reach conventional levels of significance,

These main effects were qualified by a significant Item

ps > 0.08, pBICs > 0.71, indicating that misinformation selection

Type × Group interaction, F (8, 322) = 2.43, MSE = 0.05, ηp2 = 0.06.

remained the same regardless of age, attention, or successful detec-

We deconstructed this interaction by comparing Groups within each

tion. However, for contradictory misinformation, there was a main

item type. For neutral items, correct responses were lowest in the

effect of Error Detection such that all participants showed reduced

YA DA‐D group, Ms range from 0.46 to 0.53, ts > 2.19, ps < 0.03;

subsequent suggestibility when they successfully detected a contra-

F (4, 161) = 2.96, MSE = 0.09, ηp2 = 0.07. For additive details, there

dictory error during the misleading question phase (M = 0.31) versus

were no differences across condition for correct selection, F < 1,

missed such an error, M = 0.38, F (1, 93) = 4.50, MSE = 0.06, ηp = 0.05.

pBIC = 1.00, indicating that neither detection instructions nor dividing

That is, successful error detection of contradictory misinformation

attention affects participants' poor correct selection regarding additive

during the misleading question phase reduced suggestibility to those

items. For contradictory items, an interesting pattern emerged, F (4,

items on the final test. The effect of Detection Group and the interac-

161) = 4.86, MSE = 0.05, ηp2 = 0.11. For the YA Full Attention groups,

tion failed to reach significance, ps > 0.26, pBICs > 0.85.

the detection instructions improved correct responding, Ms = 0.49 vs.

2

TABLE 3

Mean (SD) proportions of correct responses during the cued‐recall three‐alternative‐forced‐choice (3‐AFC) test
OA full attention

YA full attention

Final Test Item Type

Detect

Control

Detect

Control

YA divided attention
Detect

Comprehension

0.89 (0.09)

0.92 (0.09)

0.92 (0.12)

0.89 (0.14)

0.90 (0.11)

Neutral

0.53 (0.33)

0.46 (0.30)

0.51 (0.34)

0.51 (0.27)

0.30 (0.28)

Additive

0.25 (0.22)

0.23 (0.18)

0.25 (0.21)

0.32 (0.21)

0.24 (0.27)

Contradictory

0.56 (0.26)

0.37 (0.23)

0.49 (0.20)

0.42 (0.24)

0.37 (0.21)
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0.36, t(63) = 2.41, SED = 0.05, d = 0.60, whereas for YA Divided Atten-

detection condition were the most taxed in terms of cognitive

tion groups, there was no difference (t < 1, pBIC = 0.89). That is, FA‐D

resources, having been asked to look for erroneous details while

improved correct selection, but when divided attention and detection

answering questions and completing a digit‐monitoring task. If the

instructions were combined (M = 0.37), performance was reduced to

division of attention generally affected younger adults' criteria to

the level of the control conditions.

report any given item as containing error, error reporting of all item

Interestingly, older adults showed the best correct performance of

types should have been affected.1 Instead, only detection of contra-

all groups (M = 0.56), significantly above both YA FA, M = 0.36,

dictory errors was impacted, suggesting a qualitative difference in

t(71) = 3.45, SED = 0.06, d = 0.82, and YA DA‐D, M = 0.37,

how these misleading details are processed.

t(69) = 3.34, SED = 0.06, d = 0.81, but no different than YA FA‐D,
M = 0.49, t(72) = 1.28, SED = 0.05, p = 0.21, pBIC = 0.87.

The present data indicate that when attentional resources are
scarce, retrieving the original story detail to compare it to the current

Within each group examining the pattern between item types, all

detail is effortful and thereby beyond the cognitive load that partici-

full‐attention groups showed the same pattern as well as YA DA

pants are able to take on (Simons & Ambinder, 2005). It is also possible

group: Participants performed worse for additive items compared with

that the participants did encode both the original and changed details,

neutral and contradictory items, for which they performed similarly.

but with reduced attention, failed to directly compare the two and dis-

However, for YA DA‐D, these differences in correct responding across

cover the discrepancy (Simons, 2000). These possibilities are consis-

the item types disappeared, F (2, 58) = 2.49, MSE = 0.05, ηp2 = 0.09,

tent with the vast literature on change blindness and change

p = 0.09, pBIC = 0.70, with performance dropping to the level of addi-

detection (see Simons, 2000, for a review). Because of its relations

tive items on neutral and contradictory items compared with other

to attention and memory, we draw on this literature below to help

conditions as discussed above.

interpret the present findings because little direct work in memory
and misinformation has been conducted. Similarly, recollection is more

4

|

effortful than familiarity‐based processes (Yonelinas, 2002), and

DISCUSSION

because recollection rejection is employed more for contradictory
The present findings replicated prior work (i.e., Huff & Umanath, 2018;

than for additive details (Moore & Lampinen, 2016), processing con-

Moore & Lampinen, 2016) but also extended our understanding of

tradictory misinformation would then require more resources than

suggestibility to additive and contradictory misinformation in several

additive misinformation.

ways. First, we discuss the findings that are specifically consistent with

Why then were additive details still detected similarly under full

Huff and Umanath (2018). Error detection during the misleading ques-

and divided attention? Perhaps, in contrast to our initial hypotheses,

tion phase was equivalent for older and younger adults as well as for

it is for these items that no effortful comparison is needed; one simply

additive and contradictory misinformation. That is, there was no age

has to notice that there is something new. Thus, rather than noting a

difference in the ability to notice errors, and the two types of errors

discrepancy, which may be difficult as it requires a comparison with

were detected at equivalent rates. With heavily emphasized detection

a specific event from the past (i.e., change blindness, see Simons &

instructions including direct examples of the misinformation types,

Rensink, 2005, for a review), participants merely need to detect nov-

younger adults were able to match older adults' low suggestibility

elty. Novelty may therefore be a more fluent cue than exposure to

to

Umanath

contradictory information. Without any prior knowledge to rely on

previously demonstrated. Note that both the older adult and younger

to bolster detection of a change or error, a different fictional detail

adult with full‐attention groups also showed reduced suggestibility to

may not be particularly salient (e.g., Zambari vs. Bumbaru) especially

contradictory misinformation relative to younger adults in the control

when attention is divided. Our results suggest that although detection

group, indicating that detection instructions reduced suggestibility for

of additive and contradictory details may be equivalent under some

this type of misinformation. These three groups were therefore

circumstances such as with full attention, the underlying processes

more susceptible to additive misinformation than to contradictory

leading to that equivalent error detection seem to be different—one

misinformation.

involving discrepancy detection or recollection rejection (contradic-

contradictory

misinformation

just

as

Huff

and

The added contributions of the present study involve furthering

tory misinformation) requires sufficient attentional resources and

our understanding of the mechanisms underlying suggestibility to

another involving novelty detection (additive misinformation) that

additive and contradictory types of misinformation at exposure (during

seems to be less affected by cognitive load.

the misleading question phase) and retrieval (during the final test).

Turning to the final recognition test, a different pattern

Specifically, we were able to examine encoding of misinformation

was found. Despite divided attention reducing younger adults' detec-

through our manipulations of detection instructions and, more impor-

tion of contradictory details and having no influence on the initial

tantly, through allocation of attentional resources during the misleading question phase. The influence of these factors on subsequent
retrieval (or lack thereof) was observed via misinformation selection
on the final test of the original story.
Surprisingly, taxing attentional resources during the misleading
question phase did not affect detection of additive errors (vs. younger
adults under full attention or older adults), nor did it influence false
alarms to neutral items. Younger adults in the divided attention with

1
Interestingly, when younger adults were tasked with detecting errors under full
attention, this combination led to the greatest number of correct responses to
misleading questions. Though all groups should encode the original story similarly because encoding was self‐paced and evidenced by equivalent story comprehension, this pattern suggests that the detection task did not distract
participants from thinking back to the original story and actually enhanced their
ability to recall correct information. That is, the error‐detection task did not act
as another division of attentional resources.
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detection of additive details, the opposite was true for the

despite failing to detect the change itself (Mitroff et al., 2004).

later endorsement of misinformation. Dividing attention during

Finally, the lack of an effect of attentional resources might also have

exposure to misinformation had little impact on later suggestibility

been due to the mere presence of the original story detail at test.

to contradictory misinformation and reduced suggestibility to addi-

That is, when the original story item is presented, participants can

tive misinformation. This pattern held for participants who were

choose this option on the basis of remembering exclusively the orig-

and were not tasked with detecting errors during the misleading

inal story, regardless of memory for anything presented (or not) dur-

question phase.

ing the misleading question phase.

As discussed above, during the misleading question phase, divid-

The present data corroborated the previous finding that the error‐

ing attention did not affect detection of additive misinformation;

detection task reduced later endorsement of contradictory errors (see

younger adults' detection was equivalent to when they were fully

also, Tousignant, Hall, & Loftus, 1986), but not additive ones, as the

attending to the task of answering questions about the original story.

detection task marginally reduced suggestibility to contradictory but

Why then would this pattern not carry over to the final recognition

not additive misinformation. A stronger indication of the impact of

test? With full attention, as Huff and Umanath (2018) pointed out,

explicit error detection was seen in examining of detection success

for additive misinformation, the details become familiar by the final

versus failure. For additive items, suggestibility remained high regard-

test and come to mind more fluently than the lack of an original detail

less of whether or not participants successfully detected the error

but, importantly, do not have another detail available to make a com-

across all three detection groups. However, consistent with other

parison. For example, it has been shown that when misinformation

findings on discrepancy detection and subsequent memory (Putnam

that contradicted well‐known facts was highlighted in red font to

et al., 2014; Umanath & Marsh, 2012), successful detection of contra-

increase its distinctiveness, participants actually reproduced those

dictory items did reduce subsequent suggestibility to errors compared

errors more than if the misinformation had not been highlighted

with when an error was not noticed. These findings further support

(Eslick, Fazio, & Marsh, 2011). The distinctiveness essentially

the notion that detection of additive misinformation at encoding does

backfired, making the errors more memorable at retrieval but without

not seem to affect suggestibility to this type of misinformation,

the tag of being misinformation, suggesting a source monitoring fail-

whereas for contradictory misinformation, initial detection of the

ure. In fact, information for source details has been shown to require

errors at exposure reduces subsequent susceptibility.

more attentional resources to encode and retrieve than item informa-

A secondary question examined in this work addressed whether

tion (Troyer, Winocur, Craik, & Moscovitch, 1999). Hence, participants

dividing younger adults' attention would result in performance similar

show a high suggestibility rate. Such issues as well as retrieval interfer-

to that of older adults under full attention. Under a variety of circum-

ence and retrieval blocking may only be exacerbated by the recogni-

stances involving item and associative memory (Castel & Craik, 2003)

tion test used here compared with a recall‐based assessment;

and recognition memory (Jennings & Jacoby, 1993), dividing younger

despite a three‐alternative‐forced‐choice format, the negative conse-

adults' attention, thereby depleting their cognitive resources, can lead

quences of multiple‐choice testing may be at play here (Roediger &

to performance reminiscent to that of older adults. Indeed, reduced

Marsh, 2005). In contrast, when attention is divided at exposure to

attentional resources in conjunction with the error‐detection task

these details, the fleeting novelty signal that allows for maintenance

resulted in their correct responding during the misleading question

of detection of additive details seems to do little for encoding the

phase dropping to the level of older adults. Older adults, replicating

details, and actual storage of the errors is disrupted, leading to a

Huff and Umanath (2018), showed less correct responding than did

reduction in endorsement of these details later.

younger adults in the full attention with detection condition but were

Turning to contradictory misinformation, because dividing attention during the misleading question phase led to a reduction in error

no different than younger adults in the divided attention with detection condition.

detection, one could imagine several potential outcomes. One possi-

However, the similarity between younger adults with taxed atten-

bility is that reduced error detection indicates impoverished

tional resources and older adults ended there. Older adults were

encoding, which, in turn, reduces suggestibility. However, work in

equivalent to younger adults in the full attention with detection condi-

the change detection literature suggests that this is unlikely.

tion in detecting errors, outperforming younger adults in the divided

Hollingworth and Henderson (2002) found that participants can rec-

attention with detection condition. Coupled with equivalent perfor-

ognize details in previously seen natural scenes despite failing to note

mance on story comprehension questions on the final test, this pattern

a major change to the scenes (see also, Mitroff, Simons, & Levin,

is unlikely to have been due to generally poorer encoding by older

2004; Simons & Ambinder, 2005). Another possibility is that reduced

adults. Instead, under circumstances of few attentional resources,

detection could indicate a lack of “tagging” of these details as errors

older adults may have simply allocated their cognitive resources differ-

that would then lead to increased suggestibility. Instead, our data

ently. By “differently,” we mean towards the error‐detection task

revealed that contradictory misinformation rates were no different

rather than answering the questions during the misleading question

for those who were exposed under divided versus full attention.

phase. Although older adults can show impairments in metamemory

Exposure to the contradictory detail during the misleading question

(Dodson, Bawa, & Krueger, 2007; Toth, Daniels, & Solinger, 2011),

phase seems to have been enough to provide a secondary cue to rec-

under some circumstances, older adults accurately judge their forget-

ognize the original story detail on the final test. For instance, in a

ting, adjusting their estimates of their performance accordingly

change detection paradigm, participants were able to recognize both

(Halamish, McGillivray, & Castel, 2011), and they are capable of allo-

an original stimulus and a changed stimulus at above chance levels

cating additional study time to high‐value information, matching
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younger adults on memory for those items (Castel, Murayama, Fried-
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under divided attention. Older adults similarly showed reduced suggestibility to contradictory misinformation than did the younger
adults under full attention who were not asked to detect errors during the misleading question phase. Again, this indicates that heavily
taxing younger adults' attentional resources during encoding of the
misinformation did not lead to a similar performance as older adults.
In fact, older adults had the best correct performance on the final
test of all groups, driven by their accuracy on contradictory items.
Thus, a reduction in attentional resources does not explain older
adults' reduced suggestibility to contradictory misinformation.
Instead, as mentioned above, it could be due to a differential
approach during exposure to misinformation, either intentional or
automatic, or something as simple as proactive interference, to which
they are more susceptible (for reviews, see Jacoby, Hessels, & Bopp,
2001; Winocur, 1982).
Overall, the present data indicate that additive and contradictory
misinformation are processed differently both at initial exposure and
at retrieval. Low attentional resources reduce only detection of contradictory errors and not additive ones at exposure. This finding provides support that the detection process itself is fundamentally
different for these two types of misinformation. Noting contradictory
errors involves a discrepancy detection process wherein one must
remember the original story detail and then compare the two just as
seen in the change blindness literature (Simons & Rensink, 2005). In
contrast, noticing additive errors may only involve attending to a novelty signal, something that may be easier to process initially.
The differing patterns of suggestibility to additive and contradictory misinformation support the idea that there are basic differences
between these types of misinformation at retrieval as well. Greater
endorsement rates for additive misinformation suggest that detection
or rejection of these items at test is less likely than contradictory misinformation, producing a greater cost to memory accuracy (see also,
Moore & Lampinen, 2016). When attention is divided during misinformation exposure, additive misinformation is reduced, demonstrating
that limiting exposure to such details restricts their accessibility at
retrieval. Thus, certain groups such as children, though not older
adults, may be less susceptible to this type of misinformation due to
attentional limitations; further work is needed here. For contradictory
misinformation, however, restricting exposure through divided attention is insufficient. Instead, participants need to have attentional
resources available, specifically directed towards detecting errors by
having knowledge of how errors manifest. Older adults benefit from
directed resources towards error detection just as younger adults do,
demonstrating an improvement in memory accuracy in both age
groups. These differences provide further evidence for the dissociation between these types of misinformation in terms of attention,
detection, and aging. Future work should aim towards greater understanding of the dissociations noted here between additive and contradictory misinformation in order to reduce suggestibility and increase
memory accuracy overall.
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